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The Ties That Bind Jacquelyn McGloster 2004-09-01
Extraordinary Grace Phil Reed 2009-11 Extraordinary Grace is about the remarkable favor of God whose
love shines through the everlasting light of Jesus Christ. It's also about the growth of America and how
this beloved holiday has evolved throughout the centuries. But overall this book is about a spirit that
shouldn't be stored away like Christmas ornaments that we only use once a year. By choosing the spirit
of Christmas as our daily companion we can unlock the power of positive living (which is positive
thinking turned into action). This is not to say that all of our problems will magically disappear but, the
burdens would be lighter, the hurdles would be lower and doors once locked will open. Extraordinary
Grace is a celebration of the most joyous holiday season of the year; it covers family, religion, comedy,
history, a little something for all to share. Go to www.musesiac.com to read the complete promo on this
book.
Science, Religion and Deep Time Lowell Gustafson 2022-06-30 This book examines the meaning of
religion within the scientific, evidence-based history of our known past since the big bang. While our
current major religions are only centuries or millennia old, our volume discusses the origins and
development of human religious practice and belief over our species’ existence of 300,000 years. The
volume also connects the scientific approach to natural and social history with ancient truths of our
religious ancestors using new lines of inquiry, new technologies, new modes of expression, and new
concepts. It brings together insights of natural scientists, social scientists, philosophers, writers, and
theologians to discuss narratives of the universe. The essays discuss that to apprehend religion
scientifically, or to interpret and explain science theologically, the subject must be examined through a
variety of disciplinary lenses simultaneously and raise several theoretical, philosophical, and moral
problems. With a singular investigation into the meaning of religion in the context of the 13.8 billion-year
history of our universe, this book will be indispensable for scholars and students of religious studies,
big history, sociology and social anthropology, philosophy, and science and technology studies.
Ties that Bind Ronda Chervin 1995
Ties that Bind Richard Ralph Vuylsteke 1999
Searching for Love...Derrick's Story Stacey Randall 2019-03-19 Derrick is a man with a strong set of
values. He is honest, caring, and hardworking and depends on the Lord to guide his footsteps through
life. Growing up under the tutelage of his grandmother, Derrick was taught to believe in the value of
family. Now that she has passed on, Derrick makes it his mission to keep her legacy going and hold the
family unit together. There is only one problem: he is missing that special someone in his life. Tired of
wasting time on women and relationships that were not right for him, Derrick gives up hope that he will
ever have a wife and family of his own. Deciding to move to the city with his family, Derrick shifts all his

focus to his new job. And then it happens""he meets the wife God has promised him. Recognizing her in
an instant, he thanks God for the gift and once again begins to hope. This time he's hoping and praying
that like him, she is also searching for love.
Identitäten. Die Fiktionen der Zugehörigkeit Kwame Anthony Appiah 2019-09-23 "Appiah zerlegt die
Dogmen und die Propaganda, die harnäckig bestimmen, wie wir über Identität sprechen." Zadie Smith In
den politischen Auseinandersetzungen der Gegenwart wird immer wieder eine Kategorie aufgerufen:
Identität. Wer sind wir? Oder besser: Was sind wir? Diese Fragen beantworten wir gewohnheitsmäßig
mit kollektiven Kategorien wie Religion, Nationalität, Hautfarbe, Klasse oder Kultur. Kwame Anthony
Appiah zeigt, dass hinter den politischen Kategorien von Zugehörigkeit und Abgrenzung häufig
paradoxe Zuschreibungen stehen, und schöpft dabei aus einem schier unendlichen Reservoir
historischen Wissens sowie persönlicher Erfahrungen – und schafft mit dem Handwerkszeug des
Philosophen Ordnung und Orientierung in einer häufig unübersichtlichen und politisch brisanten
Diskussion. Sein Buch ist grundlegende Lektüre für eine komplexe Welt.
A Little Silver Book of Streetwise Stories Brian Keene 2020-09-17 This is the fourteenth book in series
one of the Borderlands Press Little Books. Contents of this collection: Silver Bullets (an Introduction)
Burying Betsy The Ties That Bind Dust Two-Headed Alien Love Child Golden Boy Bunnies In August
Take Me To The River That Which Lingers I Am An Exit This Is Not An Exit Without You The Siqqusim
Who Stole Christmas
Indigenous Continent: The Epic Contest for North America Pekka Hämäläinen 2022-09-20 New York
Times • "15 Works of Nonfiction to Read This Fall" “[C]asts the story of America in an astonishing new
light.” —Publishers Weekly, *starred review* “An essential work of Indigenous studies that calls for
rethinking North American history generally.” —Kirkus Reviews, *starred review* “A book everyone
could benefit from reading.” —Library Journal, *starred review* A prize-winning scholar rewrites 400
years of American history from Indigenous perspectives, overturning the dominant origin story of the
United States. There is an old, deeply rooted story about America that goes like this: Columbus
“discovers” a strange continent and brings back tales of untold riches. The European empires rush over,
eager to stake out as much of this astonishing “New World” as possible. Though Indigenous peoples
fight back, they cannot stop the onslaught. White imperialists are destined to rule the continent, and
history is an irreversible march toward Indigenous destruction. Yet as with other long-accepted origin
stories, this one, too, turns out to be based in myth and distortion. In Indigenous Continent, acclaimed
historian Pekka Hämäläinen presents a sweeping counternarrative that shatters the most basic
assumptions about American history. Shifting our perspective away from Jamestown, Plymouth Rock,
the Revolution, and other well-trodden episodes on the conventional timeline, he depicts a sovereign
world of Native nations whose members, far from helpless victims of colonial violence, dominated the
continent for centuries after the first European arrivals. From the Iroquois in the Northeast to the
Comanches on the Plains, and from the Pueblos in the Southwest to the Cherokees in the Southeast,
Native nations frequently decimated white newcomers in battle. Even as the white population exploded
and colonists’ land greed grew more extravagant, Indigenous peoples flourished due to sophisticated
diplomacy and leadership structures. By 1776, various colonial powers claimed nearly all of the
continent, but Indigenous peoples still controlled it—as Hämäläinen points out, the maps in modern
textbooks that paint much of North America in neat, color-coded blocks confuse outlandish imperial
boasts for actual holdings. In fact, Native power peaked in the late nineteenth century, with the Lakota
victory in 1876 at Little Big Horn, which was not an American blunder, but an all-too-expected outcome.
Hämäläinen ultimately contends that the very notion of “colonial America” is misleading, and that we
should speak instead of an “Indigenous America” that was only slowly and unevenly becoming colonial.
The evidence of Indigenous defiance is apparent today in the hundreds of Native nations that still dot
the United States and Canada. Necessary reading for anyone who cares about America’s past, present,
and future, Indigenous Continent restores Native peoples to their rightful place at the very fulcrum of
American history.
Mark Twain's Pudd'nhead Wilson Susan Gillman 1990-07-20 This collection seeks to place Pudd’nhead
Wilson—a neglected, textually fragmented work of Mark Twain’s—in the context of contemporary critical
approaches to literary studies. The editors’ introduction argues the virtues of using Pudd’nhead Wilson
as a teaching text, a case study in many of the issues presently occupying literary criticism: issues of
history and the uses of history, of canon formation, of textual problematics, and finally of race, class, and
gender. In a variety of ways the essays build arguments out of, not in spite of, the anomalies,

inconsistencies, and dead ends in the text itself. Such wrinkles and gaps, the authors find, are the
symptoms of an inconclusive, even evasive, but culturally illuminating struggle to confront and resolve
difficult questions bearing on race and sex. Such fresh, intellectually enriching perspectives on the novel
arise directly from the broad-based interdisciplinary foundations provided by the participating scholars.
Drawing on a wide variety of critical methodologies, the essays place the novel in ways that illuminate
the world in which it was produced and that further promise to stimulate further study. Contributors.
Michael Cowan, James M. Cox, Susan Gillman, Myra Jehlen, Wilson Carey McWilliams, George E.
Marcus, Carolyn Porter, Forrest Robinson, Michael Rogin, John Carlos Rowe, John Schaar, Eric
Sundquist
The Ties That Bind Erin Kelly 2014-05-08 The gripping, twisty and compelling fourth novel from Erin
Kelly, Sunday Times bestselling author of HE SAID/SHE SAID. 'Tension-filled mystery with compelling
characters and plot twists.' - Bella Could a soul, once sold, truly be redeemed? Luke is a true crime
writer in search of a story. When he flees to Brighton after an explosive break-up, the perfect subject
lands in his lap: reformed gangster Joss Grand. Now in his eighties, Grand once ruled the Brighton
underworld with his sadistic sidekick Jacky Nye - until Jacky washed up by the West Pier in 1968,
strangled and thrown into the sea. Though Grand's alibi seems cast-iron, Luke is sure there's more to
the story than meets the eye, and he convinces the criminal-turned-philanthropist to be interviewed for a
book about his life. Luke is drawn deeper into the mystery of Jacky Nye's murder. Was Grand there that
night? Is he really as reformed a character as he claims? And who was the girl in the red coat seen
fleeing the murder scene? Soon Luke realises that in stirring up secrets from the past, he may have
placed himself in terrible danger. STONE MOTHERS, the new novel by Erin Kelly, is available to buy now!
Netwalk Joyce Reynolds-Ward 2013-08-28 "Sarah said she had Ness Ryan working on a project-" "Just
the Netwalk stuff," Marty said. "Then Netwalk may be an attempt to control Gizmo," Diana said. "Which
means we need to control it. We need to control Sarah as Netwalker and keep Peter away from it." For
seven years, Melanie Landreth has maintained a lonely outpost in the Pacific Northwest while fighting a
shadow war against the oppressive government controlled by her grandmother Sarah Stephens. Then
her grandmother's death launches a cascade of events, including the discovery of a new virtual
technology, NETWALK, which allows personalities to fully upload to digital life when their bodies die. As
her mother Diana steps forward to wrest political power during the government collapse, Melanie must
help her gain control of NETWALK--and discovers the existence of the mysterious device that NETWALK
was created to control. With the help of Marty Fielding, Melanie strives to wrench control of NETWALK
from opponents within her own family--and finds that she's not as alone as she once feared. But what
alliances can she trust in a swiftly changing world? What is Gizmo? How can she best protect her family,
her business, and her loved ones in the face of an uncertain future?
Ties that Bind, Ties that Break Lensey Namioka 1999 Ailin's life takes a different turn when she defies
the traditions of upper class Chinese society by refusing to have her feet bound.
Die Taufe Ann Patchett 2017-05-02 Wäre Bert Cousins nicht uneingeladen auf der Taufe von Franny
Keating erschienen, all das wäre nicht passiert. Aber noch bevor der Abend hereinbricht, haben er und
Frannys Mutter sich geküsst und damit das Ende ihrer jeweiligen Ehe eingeläutet - und beide Familien
für immer miteinander verbunden. Die Keating- und Cousinskinder werden zukünftig die Sommer
gemeinsam in Virginia verbringen. Sie schmieden über die Jahre ein dauerhaftes Bündnis, sowohl aus
Enttäuschung über die eigenen Eltern, als auch aus echter, stetig wachsender Zuneigung. Bis es
zwanzig Jahre danach ein neues Familiendrama gibt: "Täufling" Franny hat eine Affäre mit einem
berühmten Schriftsteller. Sie erzählt ihm die Keating-Cousins-Story, und plötzlich wird ihrer aller
Kindheit die Grundlage für einen unglaublich erfolgreichen Roman. Die unerwünschte Öffentlichkeit
zwingt die Geschwister, sich ganz neu mit ihren Verlusten, ihren Schuldgefühlen und ihrer Loyalität
auseinanderzusetzen.
Ties that Bind Shiraz Maher 2011
Ties That Bind Dave Isay 2013-10-17 “As good as we humans are at division, we’re better still at
connection. Ties That Bind shows this again and again.” —The New York Times “A testimony to the
power of narrative and vision. . . . The collection successfully fulfills its mission: to make readers feel
'more connected, awake, and alive.'" —Publishers Weekly A celebration of the relationships that bring us
strength, purpose, and joy Ties That Bind honors the people who nourish and strengthen us. StoryCorps
founder Dave Isay draws from ten years of the revolutionary oral history project’s rich archives,
collecting conversations that celebrate the power of the human bond and capture the moment at which

individuals become family. Between blood relations, friends, coworkers, and neighbors, in the most
trying circumstances and in the unlikeliest of places, enduring connections are formed and lives are
forever changed. The stories shared in Ties That Bind reveal our need to reach out, to support, and to
share life’s burdens and joys. We meet two brothers, separately cast out by their parents, who reconnect
and rebuild a new family around each other. We encounter unexpected joy: A gay woman reveals to her
beloved granddaughter that she grew up believing that family was a happiness she would never be able
to experience. We witness lifechanging friendship: An Iraq war veteran recalls his wartime bond with two
local children and how his relationship with his wife helped him overcome the trauma of losing them.
Against unspeakable odds, at their most desperate moments, the individuals we meet in Ties That Bind
find their way to one another, discovering hope and healing. Commemorating ten years of StoryCorps,
the conversations collected in Ties That Bind are a testament to the transformational power of listening.
Dave Isay's latest book, Callings, published in 2016 from Penguin Press.
Asymmetrie Lisa Halliday 2018-07-23 Es beginnt mit einer Eiswaffel, auf einer Bank im Central Park. Hals
über Kopf stürzt sich Alice in eine Lovestory mit dem berühmten Schriftsteller Ezra Blazer. Sie ist 25, er
in seinen Siebzigern. Ein erotisches, tragikomisches Kammerspiel – doch dann setzt eine ganz andere
Erzählung ein. Amar, ein amerikanisch-irakischer Doktorand auf dem Weg nach Nahost, wird am
Londoner Flughafen in Gewahrsam genommen. Und landet im Vakuum von Wartesälen und endlosen
Verhören. Subtil verwebt Lisa Halliday die zwei so ungleichen Geschichten zu einem kühnen,
provokanten Roman. Sie schreibt über die Machtgefälle, die unsere Welt durchziehen, zwischen Jung
und Alt, Glück und Talent, dem Persönlichen und Politischen.
Ties that Bind Tiya Miles 2005
Time for Reparations Jacqueline Bhabha 2021-09-03 In this sweeping international perspective on
reparations, Time for Reparations makes the case that past state injustice—be it slavery or colonization,
forced sterilization or widespread atrocities—has enduring consequences that generate ongoing harm,
which needs to be addressed as a matter of justice and equity. Time for Reparations provides a wealth
of detailed and diverse examples of state injustice, from enslavement of African Americans in the United
States and Roma in Romania to colonial exploitation and brutality in Guatemala, Algeria, Indonesia,
Jamaica, and Guadeloupe. From many vantage points, contributing authors discuss different reparative
strategies and the impact they would have on the lives of survivor or descent communities. One of the
strengths of this book is its interdisciplinary perspective—contributors are historians, anthropologists,
human rights lawyers, sociologists, and political scientists. Many of the authors are both scholars and
advocates, actively involved in one capacity or another in the struggles for reparations they describe.
The book therefore has a broad and inclusive scope, aided by an accessible and cogent writing style. It
appeals to scholars, students, advocates and others concerned about addressing some of the most
profound and enduring injustices of our time.
The Minds Behind Shooter Games Patrick Hickey, Jr. 2021-03-12 Featuring interviews with the creators
of 39 popular video games--including Halo 3, Call of Duty: Modern Warfare, Medal of Honor and Metroid
Prime--this book gives a behind-the-scenes look at the origins of some of the most iconic shooter
games. Interviewees recount endless hours of painstaking development, the challenges of working with
mega-publishers, the growth of the genre and the creative processes that produced some of the
industry's biggest hits, cult classics and indie successes.
Der ehrenwerte Mörder Erin Kelly 2016-02-15 Luke Considine ist ein Reporter auf der Suche nach der
großen Story. In Brighton scheint er sie gefunden zu haben: die Lebensgeschichte des ehemaligen
Gangsters Joss Grand. Grand, mittlerweile über achtzig, herrschte mit seinem brutalen Handlanger
Jacky Nye einst über Brightons Unterwelt. Bis Jacky 1968 tot am West Pier angespült wurde. Obwohl
Grand ein Alibi für die Mordnacht vorweisen konnte, waren die Gerüchte nie verstummt. Nun will Luke
den Fall neu aufrollen und Grand, der sich mittlerweile als Philanthrop inszeniert, der Tat überführen.
Zumal er erfährt, es habe bei dem Mord eine Zeugin gegeben, eine Frau in einem roten Mantel, die vom
Tatort floh. Luke ahnt nicht, dass seine Nachforschungen ihn in tödliche Gefahr bringen ...
Breaking the Ties That Bind Maureen Honey 1992 The New Woman-an independent, nontraditional,
usually career-minded woman for whom marriage and family were secondary-became a popular heroine
in women’s magazine fiction from the time of World War I through the 1920s. During this period,
American culture entertained a new, feminist vision of gender roles that helped pave the way for modern
images of women in public activity. The stories in this collection are drawn from the biggest periodicals
of the day-Ladies’ Home Journal, Cosmopolitan, Good Housekeeping, Woman’s Home Companion, and

McCall’s-as well as the African-American magazine The Crisis. Each story is rooted in some dimension
of contemporary feminism and explores a topic of continuing importance, such as solidarity among
women, the lives of women of color and working-class women, sexual harassment, lesbian love, family
and marital bonds, and women’s relation to paid employment.
The Ties that Bind Peg Glenn 2007
Ties that Bind Marie Bostwick 2012 When tragedy threatens to tear her family apart, Margot Matthews
discovers that her friendship with the new female pastor and her quilting sisterhood are the only things
holding her together as she tries to piece back together her life.
Geschichte der amerikanischen Indianer James Adair 1782
Erick and Stina, the Ties that Bind Lyle E. Siverson 1991
The Ties that Bind Dave Sargent 1991 The story of a young man who is determined to go West to seek
his fortune, but the love for his family brings him back home.
Post-feminist Impasses in Popular Heroine Television Alison Horbury 2015-07-28 Alison Horbury
investigates the reprisal of the myth of Persephone - a mother-daughter plot of separation and initiation in post-feminist television cultures where, she argues, it functions as a symptom expressing a complex
around the question of sexual difference - what Lacan calls 'sexuation', where this question has been
otherwise foreclosed.
Baelfire Jade Jesser 2021-03-02 Our future is the past, and the present is forever altered by it. Science is
both the liberator and destroyer. Old ways are torn from the pages of history. Lost and alone, three
children must forge friendships despite impossible odds.This is the story of the ties that bound them.
The Ties that Bind Katherine L. French 2016-02-17 This collection of essays, whose title echoes that of
her most well-known book, celebrates the career of Barbara A. Hanawalt, emerita George III Professor of
British Studies at The Ohio State University. The volume's contents -- ranging from politics to family
histories, from intimate portraits to extensive prosopographies -- are authored by both former students
and career-long colleagues and friends, and reflect the wide range of topics on which Professor
Hanawalt has written as well as her varied methodological approaches and disciplinary interests. The
essays also mirror the variety of sources Professor Hanawalt has utilized in her work: public documents
of the law courts and chancery; private deeds, charters, and wills; works of both religious and secular
literature. The collection not only illustrates and reinforces the influence of Barbara Hanawalt's work on
modern-day medieval studies, it is also a testament to her inspiring friendship and guidance during a
career that has now spanned more than three decades.
1886 Ties That Bind A.E. Wasserman 2016-11-03 It is 1886 as Englishman Lord Langsford travels by train
to San Francisco. Newly widowed, Langsford is desperate to escape his grief, demons, and life in
England. As Langsford completes the last leg of his transcontinental journey, his life unexpectedly
changes once again when he crosses paths with Miss Sally Baxter, a beautiful rancher who packs a
pistol in her purse. Sally has made it her mission to find the men who robbed a train and killed her
brother. Unfortunately, no onenot even the owners of the Southern Pacific Railroadseem to care. Unable
to resist her pleas, Langsford offers to help Sally and soon becomes entangled in a web of politics,
corruption, and greed. As murder, threats, and attacks ensue that endanger both Sally and Langsford,
influential men in both California and Washington, D.C. jockey for positions of power. Langsford, who
finds himself oddly attracted to Sally, now must sort through criminals and politicians alike to discover
the truth behind her brothers death and prevent his own murder. Not only is this a fast-paced historical
mystery, 1886 Ties That Bind offers commentary on the political and social issues that are still relevant
today. Helga Schier, PhD, author and founder of With Pen and Paper Wassermans writing is
atmospherically rich. Very strongly recommended. Historical Novel Society, London, critical review of
1884 No Boundaries
The American Literary History Reader Gordon Hutner 1995 "American Literary History" has emerged as
the leading journal devoted to U. S. literary and cultural studies. In this anthology, 17 major scholars
address subjects as diverse as Hawthorne's utopias, Indian pictographs, Emily Dickinson and class, and
the Black Arts Movement.
The Ties That Bind Nadine Marchena Kean 2012-10-26 The Ties that Bind… A Virgin Islands Story
provides a look through a window of a people. The author, Mrs. Nadine Marchena Kean, presents
documentation to support oral histories that had been told to her over the years. Often taking a scientific
approach to researching over 16 Virgin Islands families including the Gomez, Lucas (St. John family tied
to Boynes, Martin, Christian and Wessolhoft families), Marchena, Moron, Norman, Nottingham, Pickering,

Smith, Sprauve, Turnbull and Varlack families, Mrs. Marchena Kean weaves in information about
everyday life and the issues her ancestors faced between the 1800s and 1900s. Topics covered in the
book include the status of women, the free colored population, slavery, hurricanes, citizenship, etc. With
images of photos, historic documents or family trees on every page, the book offers something for
everyone interested in genealogy in general, the Virgin Islands, its history or its people.
Shared Characters in Jain, Buddhist and Hindu Narrative Naomi Appleton 2016-11-25 Taking a
comparative approach which considers characters that are shared across the narrative traditions of
early Indian religions (Brahmanical Hinduism, Jainism and Buddhism) Shared Characters in Jain,
Buddhist and Hindu Narrative explores key religious and social ideals, as well as points of contact,
dialogue and contention between different worldviews. The book focuses on three types of character gods, heroes and kings - that are of particular importance to early South Asian narrative traditions
because of their relevance to the concerns of the day, such as the role of deities, the qualities of a true
hero or good ruler and the tension between worldly responsibilities and the pursuit of liberation.
Characters (incuding character roles and lineages of characters) that are shared between traditions
reveal both a common narrative heritage and important differences in worldview and ideology that are
developed in interaction with other worldviews and ideologies of the day. As such, this study sheds light
on an important period of Indian religious history, and will be essential reading for scholars and
postgraduate students working on early South Asian religious or narrative traditions (Jain, Buddhist and
Hindu) as well as being of interest more widely in the fields of Religious Studies, Classical Indology,
Asian Studies and Literary Studies.
Groundless Gregory Evans Dowd 2016-01-15 They were all, by definition, groundless, but they were not
all false, and they influenced the classic issues of historical inquiry: the formation of alliances, the
making of revolutions, the expropriation of labor and resources, and the origins of war.
Ties That Bind L Tee Marks 2020-11-11 Life can be tough and when the world seems like it is caving in
on you, family even a dysfunctional one can come together in love to help heal the past. This is a
fictional story of how the Ties that Bind aid in releasing negative strongholds; causing them to fall away
leaving a family tree, free to blossom with new life. The story is told with love using humor as the
backdrop for healing and unity.
The Ties that Bind : a History of Ethelbert and District Ethelbert History Book Committee 1985
Ties That Bind Ronda Chervin 1995-01-01 This is the story of a Marriage. This beautiful novel presents
the wife's point of view and the husband's point of view on the same conflict. The author Dr. Chervin has
written many books on Catholic life. Ties That Bind is both funny and inspiring. A great gift for couples
thinking about marriage as well.
The Story of Mei Ling Jacquelyn McGloster 2004-07-01 Mei Ling 'The Ties That Bind' 'The Ties That
Bind' is more than a catchy phase that is used to accent this book, but is the very essence of the Story of
Mei Ling. Come along, step back in time to an almost forgotten period in the history of mankind. Filled
with the lore of Old China and the rustic antiquity of the Old West of America, new author Jacquelyn
McGloster endears you to the multi-ethnic, multicultural cast, and ties your mind and heart to them as
they trek on their long and memorial journey to come together in time, body and spirit. The story takes
us into the past of a small but vibrant, unusual and great family of Old China whose time sadly had come
to an end, as they knew it. We follow the young Lings' on their adventurous yet scary trek to America by
ship to work on the burgeoning railroads of the West, where as a class they are ostracized, ultimately
meeting up with trouble in the form of the bullying gang of Irish co-workers, and receive help at the
hands of a member of the Chinook Indian tribe. Worlds meet as these cultures combine to form a new
and exciting family. Adventure and romance fill the pages throughout this eventful and wonderful
journey. Come along for the ride of your life. Meet and grow to love those that traveled before you,
alongside you and with you.
The Ties that Bind and Set Loose Shirley Louise Green 2005
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